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dade kitchen fronts - concrete panels 13mm

describtion There are many materials that look like concrete- but not all of them are  
 made from solid concrete. Our 13mm dade FRONT is made from real 
 concrete with A1 finish on the front, back and sides. This is a real 
 alternative to ceramic fronts.

The raw material is perfect for processors (natural stone & kitchen fabricators) 
and can be purchased in 2. 25 x 1. 0m slabs directly from us. (palletized/un-
coated, raw size 2. 44 x 1. 2m) 

Dade also offers ready assembled cabinets with concrete fronts  as a finished 
product. Together with the kitchen worktops, this creates a complete concrete 
kitchen. The edges of the FRONT are machined by CNC and a made-to-mea-
sure joint pattern is achieved. The invisible dade coating is applied, which 
makes the fronts dirt-repellent and acid-resistant. 

The worktop material is not suitable as a kitchen worktop.

dimensions length : 2250mm
 width :  1000mm
 thickness : 13mm

weight ca. 44kg

concrete technology High-performance concrete dade-roc with fibres and carbon reinforcement. The  
 texture of the surfaces is subject to natural fluctuation. Small pores and streaks, small  
 holes and gaps as well as colour deviations or fine shrinkage cracks are not grounds  
 for complaint, but - like knotholes and annual rings in wood - are part of the unique  
 appearance of the material. (see also our AGB‘s and maitenance instructions)

tolerance thickness: +/- 1,5mm auf 1m
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dade design AG
Bafflesstrasse 37b
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+41 71 511 26 72
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dade design concrete works GmbH
Im Schlatt 28
6973 Höchst, Austria
+43 720 512 245

info@dade-design.at
www.dade-design.com

special features 

colours  natural grey

Custom made  Dade-design specializes in unique concrete products. We will be happy 
to cut the front panels to your individual dimensions. 

dade coating  Approx. 150g of coating is required per panel. You are welcome to   
 purchase our dade PU coating together with the panel material. Also  
 available are 2K adhesives for assembly. 


